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In June of 2012, we returned to the Florida Keys and the Florida Keys National Marine 

Sanctuary off Key Largo to continue research begun in 2010.  



The Field School began as usual with a dry land walk through of trilateration mapping.  The trainers are 

keeping a watchful eye on the students practicing trilateration on the beach by the hotel.   

 

Check out the ominous looking sky behind them.  More on that in a moment.  



Looks like they agree – it’s over there.  



A demonstration of plotting the trilateration data.  



Dive operations were again conducted through 

Conch Republic Divers, in Tavernier. 

 

 

 

Below and left, preparations on the boat.  The sky 

doesn’t look much better than it did earlier.  



Discussing the dive plan on the trip out to the site.  The weather is not cooperating.  You can 

barely see the horizon for the rain.   

The diver in the foreground looks unconvinced that this is really a good idea. 



This was the source of the clouds and the rain – Tropical Storm Debby. 

Florida and the Keys are buried in there somewhere. 



Right about here. 

Florida Keys 



By the time we arrived at the site, the seas were running 3 to 4 ft.  Because the reef is so 

shallow, 10 to 20 ft,  the swells caused a significant surge on the bottom.  The sea fans in this 

picture are leaning pretty far to the left.  Keep your eye on the coral in the center of the picture 

and click to the next slide.  



A couple of seconds later and the same fans were laid far over to the right.  That’s the same 

piece of coral in the center of the photo.  Click back and forth between the slides for the effect 

of the wave action.  



Good buoyancy and trim help keep you stable, in spite of the surge.  



The baseline needed to be re-set.   We reset the datum point and ran the baseline tape out on 

the original compass heading.    



We could not relocate the secondary datum, so we shortened the line and concentrated on 

mapping features near the origin, at the zero-end of the line. 



Meanwhile, we began recording data.  



More data. 



Trilateration mapping – the second diver is at the baseline, off-camera to the left.  



Divers took detailed measurements of some of the larger features.  



In the end we were only able to get in one day of diving.  Conditions were too rough to go out 

a second day.  So we much of spent the day working on archival material.  



The CRD boat captain…  …and mate.  



No sunset picture to end the project…it was too 

overcast for that.  We did have a good meal to 

finish things off, though. 
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Here are the organizations involved in the project again this season:  

Photos by Jim Smailes and Dennis Knepper.   

Underwater photos captured from video taken by Will Blodgett.  


